Atomically thin chromium triiodide (CrI 3 ) has recently been identified as a layered antiferromagnetic insulator, in which adjacent ferromagnetic monolayers are antiferromagnetically coupled 1,2 . This unusual magnetic structure naturally comprises a series of anti-aligned spin filters which can be utilized to make spin-filter magnetic tunnel junctions with very large tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) [3] [4] [5] [6] . Here we report voltage control of TMR formed by four-layer CrI 3 sandwiched by monolayer graphene contacts in a dual-gated structure. By varying the gate voltages at fixed magnetic field, the device can be switched reversibly between bistable magnetic states with the same net magnetization but drastically different resistance (by a factor of ten or more). In addition, without switching the state, the TMR can be continuously modulated between 17,000% and 57,000%, due to the combination of spin-dependent tunnel barrier with changing carrier distributions in the graphene contacts. Our work demonstrates new kinds of magnetically moderated transistor action and opens up possibilities for voltage-controlled van der Waals spintronic devices.
In multilayer CrI3, for a given net magnetization there are multiple nearly degenerate magnetic states with different patterns of layer magnetization 3 . Switching between these states reconfigures the interlayer spin filters and thus can change the tunneling resistance. If this switching could be induced by voltage alone it would represent a new kind of magnetic logic. We explore this possibility using a sf-MTJ with four-layer CrI3 tunnel barrier between monolayer graphene contacts, as shown schematically in Fig. 1a . This sf-MTJ is sandwiched between two hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) flakes with a graphite top gate (held at voltage Vtg) and SiO2/Si substrate used as a bottom gate (at voltage Vbg). The monolayer graphene contacts combine a low density of states with high carrier mobility 23, 24 , allowing much stronger gating effects than using conventional metal electrodes in a vertical junction structure. The tunneling current (It) is measured while applying a DC bias voltage (V) to the top graphene contact with the bottom one grounded. All measurements described in the main text, except where specified, were made on the device whose optical image is shown in Fig. 1b (device 1), at a temperature of 2 K.
We first use reflective magnetic circular dichroism (RMCD) to probe the net magnetization 3 . Figure 1c shows the RMCD signal as a function of out-of-plane magnetic field (µ0H) swept from negative to positive (orange curve) and vice versa (green curve). It displays typical four-layer CrI3 behavior 3 . At low fields (<0.7 T) the net magnetization nearly vanishes, corresponding to either of the two fully antiferromagnetic states,  or , as indicated in the figure. The arrows here denote the out-of-plane magnetization from top to bottom layer respectively. The small remnant RCMD signal is caused by a slight asymmetry between the top and bottom layers due to the fabrication process 3 . At high fields (>2 T) the RMCD signal saturates, corresponding to the fully aligned magnetic states,  and . Since the behavior is essentially the same for the opposite field direction, from now on in the discussion we focus on positive magnetic fields.
At intermediate fields (between 0.9 T and 1.7 T) the RMCD signal is about half the saturated value, implying that the net magnetization is half that of the fully aligned state. This is consistent with any of the set of four magnetic states where one layer has the opposite magnetization to the other three, {, , , }. Among these, the first two have two antiparallel interfaces while the last two have only one such interface. Since antiparallel interfaces are favored by the antiferromagnetic coupling, the first two should have lower energy. Therefore, we expect the magnetic configuration at intermediate fields to be either  or , these being degenerate and almost indistinguishable if the two internal layers are equivalent.
If a bias is applied either across the junction or between the gates, the RMCD, and thus the net magnetization, does not change, but the electric field can lift the symmetry between  and  and the two states may thus respond differently to the bias, which is expected to yield distinct tunneling magnetoresistance. Figure 1d shows It as a function of µ0H with a bias V = -240 mV on the top graphene and both gates grounded. By comparing with Fig. 1b , we see that the lowest and highest current plateaus correspond to the antiferromagnetic and fully aligned magnetic states, respectively. Interestingly, at intermediate magnetic fields where there is only one plateau in the RMCD signal there are two distinct plateaus in the tunneling current. These must correspond to  and , that is, the current is sensitive to which of the internal layers has the minority magnetization. Modeling the system as a set of coupled magnetic quantum wells, we find that  carries the higher tunneling current than  under these conditions, as the former has a transmission resonance closer to the bias window (supplementary materials). We also conclude that the system is bistable, remaining in either one of these two magnetic configurations if the field is kept in the intermediate range.
Now we turn to our key finding, which is that switching between the bistable magnetic states can be controlled and induced by gate voltage, and that this affects the tunneling current. Figures  2a-c show It (at V = +80 mV) as the field is swept up and down at three selected pairs of gate voltages. At Vtg = -2.4 V, Vbg = 0 V (Fig. 2a) we see two intermediate-field plateaus, as in Fig. 1d , implying that  and  are similarly stable. However, at Vtg = +2.4 V, Vbg = 0 V (Fig. 2b , orange and green curves) we see only a higher current plateau, while at Vtg = -2.4 V, Vbg = +10 V (Fig. 2c ) we see only a lower current plateau. This suggests that the latter gate-voltage pairs cause either  or  to be preferred, respectively.
To confirm this, we first prepare the system in the low-current state at 1.3 T with the gate voltage pair set at the bistable condition of Fig. 2a, indicated by the black open circle in Fig. 2a . We then sweep Vtg from -2.4 to +2.4 V, finishing in the gate voltage condition of Fig. 2b . While doing this we monitor the current, which decreases smoothly (inset to Fig. 2b) to the level at the point indicated by the red open circle in Fig. 2b . When the magnetic field is subsequently swept down (blue curve in Fig. 2b ) the current jumps to a lower value below 0.7 T, and thereafter repeated cycling between ±2.5 T simply reproduces the prior behavior with a single intermediate plateau.
From these observations we infer that if the system is prepared in the state  at Vtg = -2.4 V, then sweeping Vtg with the magnetic field fixed is an adiabatic process that maintains it in this state. However, at Vtg = +2.4 V this state is only metastable, and it cannot be entered from either fully aligned (highest current) or antiferromagnetic (lowest current) states merely by sweeping the magnetic field.
Remarkably, at larger bias voltages it is possible to induce reversible switching between the two magnetic states purely by gate voltage control, while staying at a single fixed magnetic field. respectively, both at Vbg = 0 V. The inferred magnetic states are indicated by insets; note that the state that carries the higher current at this negative bias is the one that carried the lower current at the positive bias V = +80 mV (see Fig. 2a ). This is self-consistent with bistable states assignment, since the reversal of current flow direction accompanies the reversal of the relative magnitude of It between the bistable magnetic states.
If we now fix µ0H = 1 T and sweep Vtg up and down between -2.4 V and +2.4 V (Fig. 3b) , the current changes repeatably between end values corresponding to  and  (determined from Figs. 3a & c), implying that reproducible switching between these states occurs. Meanwhile, the RMCD signal is almost constant (bottom panel, Fig. 3b ), as expected since the two states have the same net magnetization. The general changes in the current with increasing magnitude of Vtg is probably associated with doping of the graphene contacts causing a different mismatch of spin or momentum between the contacts. Most interestingly, at intermediate Vtg there is pronounced hysteresis in the current, just as expected for a transition between two metastable states, accompanied by small wiggles that are naturally explained by associated domain effects. Within this hysteretic region the current differs between the two states by as much as a factor of ten.
The influence of the gate voltages on the magnetic states can be in principle due to modifications of the anisotropy and interlayer coupling through changes in orbital occupancy and/or electric-field effects modifying the energy splitting of  and . Monte Carlo simulations (supplementary materials) reveal that changing anisotropy alone is not sufficient, and changing interlayer coupling must be included to reproduce the experimental observation.
Finally, we show that direct and dramatic gate-voltage control of the TMR is possible in such devices, irrespective of the switching effect described above. As usual, we define the TMR ratio by 100% × (Rap-Rp)/Rp, where Rap and Rp are the DC resistances with fully anti-parallel (antiferromagnetic, low-field) and parallel (fully spin-polarized, high-field) layer magnetization measured at a given bias. Figure 4a shows the TMR as a function of bias for device 2 (which has a single bottom gate), derived from It -V curves as shown in the inset for both in-plane and out-ofplane magnetic field at Vbg = 0 V. The behavior is similar to that reported previously for ungated devices 3 . The TMR is substantially modified by back gate voltage. Figure 4b shows It -V curves for layered-antiferromagnetic states (dashed curves, µ0H = 0 T) and fully aligned states (solid curves, µ0H = 3 T), at Vbg values between -30 V and +30 V. There is a consistent shift of the thresholds in these curves towards positive bias as Vbg becomes more positive. Figure 4c shows the derived TMR ratio. 
Methods: Device fabrication
CrI3 crystals were mechanically exfoliated onto 90 nm SiO2/Si substrates in a nitrogen glove box with water and oxygen concentration less than 0.5 ppm. The four-layer CrI3 flakes were identified by their optical contrast relative to the substrate using the established optical contrast models of CrI3 1,29 . The monolayer graphene, graphite and 5-30 nm hBN flakes were exfoliated onto either 285 nm or 90 nm SiO2/Si substrates and examined by optical and atomic force microscopy under ambient conditions. Only atomically clean and smooth flakes were identified and used. Metallic V/Au (7/70 nm) electrodes were deposited onto the bottom hBN flakes and substrates using electron beam evaporation before a standard electron beam lithography with a bilayer resist (A4 495 and A4 950 poly (methyl methacrylate (PMMA))). The van der Waals stacking was performed in the glove box using a polymer-based dry transfer technique 30 . The flakes were picked up sequentially: top gate graphite, top hBN, top monolayer graphene contact, four-layer CrI3, bottom monolayer graphene contact. The resulting stacks were then transferred and released on top of the bottom hBN with pre-patterned electrodes. In the complete heterostructure, the CrI3 flake is fully encapsulated, and the top/bottom monolayer graphene and the top gate graphite flakes are connected to the pre-patterned electrodes.
Electrical measurement
The electrical measurements were performed in a PPMS DynaCool cryostat (Quantum Design, Inc.) with a base temperature of 1.7 K. The four-layer CrI3 sf-MTJ devices were mounted in a Horizontal Rotator probe, which allows applying out-of-plane or in-plane magnetic field up to 9 T. Figure 1a shows the schematic of four-layer CrI3 sf-MTJs. The DC bias voltage (V) is applied to the top monolayer graphene contact with the bottom monolayer graphene contact grounded. The top and bottom gate voltages (Vtg and Vbg) are applied to the top gate graphite and bottom doped Si substrate, respectively. The resulting tunneling current (It) is amplified and measured by a current preamplifier (DL Instruments; Model 1211).
Reflective magnetic circular dichroism measurement
The reflective magnetic circular dichroism (RMCD) measurements were performed in an attocube closed-cycle cryostat (attoDRY 2100) with a base temperature of 1.55 K and up to 9 T magnetic field in the out-of-plane direction. A power-stabilized 632.8 nm HeNe laser was used to probe the device at normal incidence with a fixed power of 1 μW. The AC lock-in measurement technique used to measure the RMCD signal follows closely to the previous magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) and RMCD measurements of the magnetic order in atomically-thin 
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S1. Measurements on an additional four-layer CrI 3 sf-MTJ device

S2. Configuration differentiated tunneling currents
Here we provide an intuitive explanation for why the two 3:1 configurations, namely,  and , pass different currents for the same bias.
S2.1 Determining which 3:1 configuration yields larger tunneling current
The experimentally observed current-voltage curves show onsets of rapidly increasing current at certain applied biases. This indicates that the transport bias window (formed by the difference between the two chemical potentials of the contacts) lies below the conduction bands in the CrI3 such that it is the low-energy tail of the transmission, rather than the resonant part of it, that is responsible for the tunneling current (so as to give rise to an onset behavior). Therefore, the configuration whose transmission spectrum has a stronger tail in the low-lying transport window is the one that produces larger current. To determine which configuration has a lower energy transmission tail, we make the following observations. (i) The spin-down part of the bands lies higher above the spin-up part by the amount of the spin-splitting energy which is the largest energy scale. It is larger than the applied bias. Since the transport window lies lower than the spin-up bands, tunneling from the contacts to the spindown bands is relatively weak in comparison to the spin-up bands. We therefore only need to consider the currents contributed by the spin-up component. (ii) Due to the van der Waals gaps, the inter-layer hopping as well as tunneling to the contacts is small in comparison to the spinsplitting as well as the applied bias and the in-plane dispersion. Henceforth, the relevant transmission can be attributed to contributions from each layer and they mainly peak around the respective band energies. (iii) The applied bias shifts the bands between the layers uniformly with distance along the direction of the electric field. The relevant spin-up transmission profiles are schematically plotted for the two configurations respectively as .
Here Δ 0 denotes the spin-splitting, = −1 in which is the applied bias with 0 < < Δ 0 and ∥ is the in-plane kinetic energy. By treating the hopping as a perturbation taking into account the lowest non-vanishing correction, the lowest eigenenergies of ↑ 1 and ↑ 2 are found to be respectively > 0, clearly ↑ 1 lies lower in energy than ↑ 2 . Therefore, one expects that the current obtained at configuration 1 is larger than that at 2. Note that reversing the bias reverses the arrangement of the energy levels. This results in smaller down-shift of the lowest eigenenergy of 1 in comparison to that of 2. Which configuration yields larger current is thus reversed by reversing the applied bias, consistent with the experimental observation.
This simple analysis is supported by full calculation of the currents using the Wingreen-Meir formula, also taking into account the energy-spreading of the levels due to in-plane momentum.
The calculated current from spin-up component is exemplified by 
S2. 2 Details of the model for calculating the currents
Following the usual convention, we have the Hamiltonian for the few-layer tunnel junction in contacts with the electrodes given by, = + + , in which the first term has been given where , is the spin unit vector residing on site of layer . The (> 0) term characterizes intralayer ferromagnetic exchange interactions and the , ( > 0) term characterizes antiferromagnetic coupling between layers and + 1 . The term describes easy-axis anisotropy for < 0 and the term describes Zeeman coupling. In our simulations, = 1 and magnetization per spin is calculated by averaging the components of all spins. When sweeping the magnetic field strength , magnetization per spin is measured over the entire system as well as on each individual layer. Mean magnetization per spin measurements are calculated by averaging the mean value over 50,000 Monte Carlo steps at the indicated external field strength. We found that when sweeping the magnetic field strength in a system that exhibits inversion symmetry, namely, when all anisotropies and interlayer couplings are the same, respectively, all of the patterns of Fig. S3 .1 appear with equal probability.
As mentioned in the main text, applying a gate voltage to the top or bottom of the system breaks the inversion symmetry. This effect is modeled in the simulation by adjusting the anisotropy and/or interlayer coupling strength , and making them layer dependent. An example of this approach, where 1 is increased from 0.05 to 0.08, is shown in Fig. S3.2a . By increasing the anisotropy on the top layer, we observe behavior similar to that shown in Fig. 2b in the main text. That is, when reversing the sweeping direction, the preferred bistable state in the intermediate magnetic field region is switched. We can obtain similar behavior by increasing ,1 , the interlayer coupling between the top two layers. An example of this scenario is shown in Fig. S3 .2b, where ,1 is increased from 0.1 to 0.12. We now turn to a simulated demonstration of controlled, reversible switching between the bistable states. We utilize magnetic configurations that are independent of the external field sweeping direction, and thus model the character of the experimental approach described in Figs. 2 and 3 of the main text. While applying a gate voltage could change both the anisotropy and interlayer coupling, we find that in our simulation changing the anisotropy alone cannot reproduce the reversible state switching behavior observed experimentally. The dominant mechanism by which controlled and reversible bistable state switching may be obtained is the modification of the interlayer coupling strength.
We begin by referring to Fig S3. 3a in which inversion symmetry is broken by increasing ,1 , the interlayer coupling strength between layers 1 and 2. We note that the state  is preferred in the intermediate field region where ≅ 0.25. This preference is independent of the sweeping direction and by fixing the external field around this value, we are guaranteed to observe this magnetic state. In Fig S3.3b , however, we see that we can invert the magnetic switching pattern by decreasing ,1 . In this case, the state  is always preferred in approximately the same intermediate field region.
By fixing the external field in this region, we may switch between preferred states by modifying ,1 as shown in Fig S3. 4. In this case, the external field is fixed at = 0.23, the anisotropy is set uniformly at = 0.05, and the interlayer coupling is set at = 0.2 between decreases to 0.1, the magnetizations of the middle two layers flip and we obtain the state , consistent with Fig S3. 3b. In sweeping ,1 back to 0.3, we recover the initial state , demonstrating the reversibility of this approach for switching between the bistable states. 
